
Call for Applications
Azure Accelerator Program for Research

(Fall 2022 Cohort)

Internet2 CLASS and Microsoft Azure are collaborating to offer the research and education
(R&E) community an opportunity to join the Azure Accelerator Program for Research. The
inaugural cohort kicks off with award notification in September 2022. Researchers, faculty, and
IT professionals from Internet2 member institutions are invited to submit applications to the
program.

For the Fall 2022 Azure Accelerator Program for Research Cohort, the focus is on
research that utilizes machine learning, deep learning, and image processing and
analysis. Applications must be completed here and submitted by 11:59 p.m. PT on September
10, 2022

This Call for Applications solicits proposals from individuals and teams interested in transitioning
computational research workflows to the cloud. Specifically, this effort seeks to enable project
teams to accelerate their research by providing funding, technical expertise, and a cohort-based
learning environment.

As part of Accelerator Program for Research, selected proposals and participants from up to five
teams in each cohort will be awarded the following:

● Up to $5,000 in Azure Credits will be awarded through the NSF Cloudbank project
(Credits expire after 365 days, and the final amount awarded is based on use case)

● Cohort-based learning experience for 10 weeks
● Synchronous training culminating in Azure Fundamentals Certification
● Access to an Azure-certified Cloud Solutions Architect twice weekly for duration of the

program
● Cloud architecture consultation and prototype for the selected research project
● Sustainable project design and data management plan

Program Structure
The Azure 2022 Accelerator Program for Research will consist of three core components lasting
over a 10-week period:

1. Immersive learning (Week 1: 3 days immersive, kick-off)
a. Access to industry-recognized certifications (e.g. AZ-900, DP-900, AI-900, etc.)
b. Asynchronous learning via Microsoft Learn for Researcher Learning Paths

2. Weekly technical engagements (Week 2 - 8: 4 hours/week)
a. Azure for Research Office Hours: Wednesdays from 3–4 PM ET (Azure for

Education – Empowering Education Customers across the United States and
Canada to interact, share, and learn Azure together (azurefd.net))

b. Exclusive cohort access to Microsoft Azure Cloud Solutions Architect for
Research
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3. Architectural Design and Final Project (Week 10: hours as needed)

Important Dates

Applications Open August 16, 2022

Applications Due September 10, 2022

Award Notification September 20, 2022

Cohort Begins October 5, 2022

Cohort Ends December 7, 2022

How to Apply

● Applications must be completed here.
● Proposals must be submitted by

11:59 p.m. PT on Sept. 10, 2022.

● Internet2 will contact awardees by
Sept. 20, 2022.

Requirements Selection Criteria

Submitted proposals must include:

- Description of scientific background
and intended outcomes of the
research project

- Description of data sets
- Current computational infrastructure

and architecture
- How being part of the Accelerator for

Research Program will move the
research project forward

- List of project participants who will
attend all the training sessions, office
hours, and participate in this ten-week
immersive program

All code and outcomes of the Accelerator for
Research program must be made
open-source (e.g. shared on Github and
include a permissive license)

Note: The Azure Accelerator for Research
Program does not include hands-on coding
assistance.

Proposals are selected based on the following
criteria:

1. Overall Impact: Likelihood that the project
will have broad use amongst the scientific
community

2. Significance/Importance: Does the
proposed tutorial address an important
problem or a critical barrier to progress in
the field?

3. Approach: Is the methodology, approach,
and use of cloud computing well-reasoned?
Are potential problems, alternative
strategies, and benchmarks for success
presented?

Questions?
Please contact Amanda Tan, Program Manager,

CLASS, at class@internet2.edu.
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